
Our Hub model

Afrika Youth Movement (AYM) is a pan-African, action-oriented, youth-led movement 

that strives for the participation, development and leadership of African youth to 

transform Africa and achieve their rights to peace, equality and social justice. We are 

creating a continent that respects the rights of all its citizens. Through our work we 

promote the values that binds our continent; ubuntu, unity, self-determination, integrity 

and accountability.

Hub Vision

Transformation of the African Continent by African youth to achieve their rights to 

peace, equality and social justice. 

Hub Mission Statement

We connect young change-makers around the vision of pan-Africanism, empower them 

to participate and mobilize them to lead the change needed for Africa.

Guiding Principles

AYM is a community of committed young Africans. We incorporate inclusiveness and 

integrity into our organizational culture and provide a consistent support system for our 

members. Our work is guided by these values and principles:     

Ubuntu and Pan-African Values and Identity 

Self-Determination 

Non-Violence

Integrity and Accountability

AYM Hubs are national platforms formed in each African country to mobilize young 

people to achieve their rights to equality, peace and social justice, to foster solidarity for 

our nation and all African nations.

OBJECTIVES OF THE Hub 



Connect: (each sub objective should be adjusted to the Hub team vision)

Build alliances and network of associations, youth groups and universities  

Engage AYMers in the country and recruit new members

Unite the youth around AYM vision of Pan-Africanism 

Empower: 

Collaborate with organizations to create a national database of youth led civil society and become a 

reference of youth actors in the country 

Train members in different skills and capacities they need

Organize workshops, forums, convenings and events where members meet with leaders of other 

stakeholders to discuss and advocate 

Mobilize: 

Mobilize members to advocate for the solutions they seek and organize actions

Support solidarity actions and campaigns on national and regional level (Petition and lobby for change)

Produce communication and reports, policy briefs, publications, index, and videos etc.for media and 

social media.

https://www.facebook.com/afrikayouthmovement/photos/a.1996989473893074.1073741867.1457110

744547619/1987793994812622/?type=3&theater

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0BxIqs0zn2qNDaTVidEE5UTdFSlk

https://www.facebook.com/pg/afrikayouthmovement/photos/?tab=album&album_id=197378155
6213866 
Video https://www.facebook.com/afrikayouthmovement/videos/1981387958786559/
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